Which tool is the customer‘s wish in the world - on the left the huge intranet version for clockwork construction via domestic hosting (or for Germans hosting in Basel by a4w Andreas Lützenberger)
- or is it the new image of the matrix tool 1 in the Ruffle plugin on the right with the Basel train station clock of the SBB, for example, which is used worldwide - also in English, but where the hosting is open, with me
- or should the hosting including 100,000 controls of a clockwork also be supplied in the future in third-party hosting?!
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We are buying a MAC for October
2022 and noticed that we have not yet
released the shop for MAC desktops
(for all desktops but going with the
same kernel) when selecting it skipped. From October 2022, however, it
will show the shop. We in the research
office only noticed this with the iMAC,
the fourth device, after it had been integrated into our two production lines
and three hosting centers.
This tool can simplify the work as follows: With the infinite data selector, editorial texts can be reassigned to new
press articles in the past or new editorial texts can be programmed into the past on the auto-matrix, for example.

Ruffle-Plugin-Matrix-Tool1 as the first
page within a huge content management from my Langenthal company
a4w.ch-CH-Langenthal in two versions intended for worldwide construction - worldwide clockwork production using two input terminals. Feature:
both with general keyboards in UTF.
But the two versions hardly differ in terms
of storing the necessary data for clockwork
construction 1:10:6:21 or the simpler -6-21s
with or without Facebook hysteria or expansion options with Facebook crane technology (- position one down on whatever day of
input!). This data is sent on the server side
in the Windows character set, where eve-

rything runs like clockwork, including kernels or the main kernel and the content management here (as shown in the photo above
in two alternatives to each other). This form
of storage is very important because it adds
a third possibility of content management

to the two alternatives. So the CMS triple
actually exists. With the EXE version, we
have been successfully using the matrix tool,
the meteo tool, the agenda tool and the calendar tool every day for decades. The EXE

differs from the Ruffle plugin version at the
top right only in the clipboard above it on the
top right in the photo, where the inserted text
from another program is copied there via the
so-called clipboard with CTRL+C followed
by the CTRL-V keys be able. And when you
click on «input cloud left», the text is then
transformed into the cloud on the left within
the Ruffle Apps matrix tool1, so that you only
have to click on the date and then on «Program», so that the editorial text is then fixed.
For an auto matrix. Exactly 21 articles per
newspaper column, which are randomly fixed by saving the date in the auto-matrix and
can then be called up again by the clockwork
or, if you want it according to Facebook, programmed according to the day as a new message at the top via data flow controls, ready
for surfers to call up.

These two start pages of modern clockwork construction were published by me Andreas Lützenberger
on September 24th, 2022 as already Fabrik-Foundation1-Neu and may be objected to by the parliamentary
law of the Swiss legislature. Team and Funk street
gang team not enjoying coffee like today with Badi
old city parliament friend and Badi colleague Beatrice negative against Fabrik1-oriented to the ongoing
worldwide Fabrik 2 are destroyed by discrimination
by politician gangs who have already killed the Amtsanzeiger-langenthaler.ch and the new one Schweizer
Anzeiger Group overlooked. Factory 1, like factory 2,
universal, as I see it from today, what is coming in my
graphics branch of the watch industry, uniform matrix
intranets for the whole world in the future.

